LOOKING FOR WAYS TO CONNECT TO OTHER STUDENTS?

Register for the DSC Happy Hour & New Attendee Program

- This happy hour will be an informal time for doctoral students to spend time together, without the presence of faculty.
- The new attendee program at SSWR gives new conference attendees the ability to connect with other students who have prior experience attending the SSWR conference.

LOOKING TO CONNECT WITH FACULTY?

Register for Meet the Scientist & Coffee with a Scholar

- Coffee with a Scholar is a program that provides doctoral students the opportunity to have an intimate 1:1 chat with a scholar.
- Meet the Scientist is a one-hour session that provides a networking opportunity for a group of early career scholars and doctoral students to connect with their choice of 1 of 10 established scholars.

LOOKING FOR A PANEL JUST FOR DOCTORAL STUDENTS?

Attend the Doctoral Student Panel

The Doctoral Student Panel invites specific professors and students to join a discussion on a topic important for doctoral students. This year the Doctoral Student Panel is utilizing the theme: Social Work’s Response to Collective Trauma. You can register for the panel when you register for the conference @ http://sswr.org/2021-conference-home.

LOOKING TO ATTEND SESSIONS THAT FURTHER YOUR DOCTORAL EDUCATION?

We went through the program for you!

Check out our list of SSWR sessions that are relevant to doctoral social work education and research @ http://www.sswrdoc.com/dsc-events.

LEARN MORE AND REGISTER FOR EVENTS AT HTTP://WWW.SSWRDOC.COM/DSC-EVENTS!